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Emotion Meridian Function Massage

Anger 
Decisiveness

Liver Detoxifies, 
replenishes and 
restores energies

From big toe up inner 
leg, side of abdomen, 
ribs

Gallbladder Drains waste from 
liver and supports 
digestive energies

Side of head in circles, 
down the sides of body, 
sides of legs

Fear 
Excitement

Kidney Filters, moves, 
excretes unneeded 
energies and 
harnesses, 
mobilizes, applies 
needed energies

Front of body, inside of 
leg

Bladder Excretes waste and 
restores peaceful 
and calm energies

Back, back of leg, 
outside edge of foot

Shame 
Aliveness

Conception Yin, Conception, 
Creation, Life-
force, Genitals, 
Brings together and 
balances Yin and 
Yang energies

From pubic bone up 
the front to throat

Governing Yang, Governing, 
Creation, Life-
force, Genitals 
Balances Yin and 
Yang energies

From genitals up the 
spine to crown and 
nose

Worry, Faith 
Anxiety

Spleen Filters and recycles 
energies

From big toe up inner 
leg, along groin, to 
stomach
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Emotion Meridian Function Massage
Worry, Faith 
Anxiety

Stomach Assimilates, 
absorbs and digests 
energies

From below eye down 
to corner of mouth, 
along jaw up to 
temples. Return down 
to jaw, shoulder, ribs, 
down front of leg to 
second toe

Sadness 
Grief

Lungs Lets go of the old 
energies, cleanses 
through breath and 
tears creating 
lightness

From thumb to 
shoulder

Large 
Intestine

Lets go, excretes, 
eliminates 
unneeded energies 
and creates 
lightness

From index finger to 
shoulder

Disconnect 
Love

Pericardium Protects, holds and 
lubricates the heart 
energies

From nipple to armpit, 
down inner arm 
(biceps) to middle 
finger

Triple 
Warmer

Produces and 
circulates protective 
and nourishing 
energies

From little finger up 
back of arm to back of 
shoulder

Cruelty Glee 
Joy

Heart Warmth, laughter, 
blossoming of 
energies

Heart and chest in 
circles, inner arm to 
little finger

Small 
Intestines

Sorts the pure from 
the impure energies

From little finger up 
the outer edge of arm 
across the back of 
shoulder to neck


